Codon context effects in missense suppression.
After our first observation of codon context effects in missense suppression ( Murgola & Pagel , 1983), we measured the suppression of missense mutations at two positions in trpA in Escherichia coli. The suppressible codons in the trpA messenger RNA were the lysine codons, AAA and AAG, and the glutamic acid codons, GAA and GAG. The mRNA sites of the codons correspond to amino acids 211 and 234 of the trpA polypeptide, positions at which glycine is the wild-type amino acid. Our data demonstrated codon context effects with both pairs of codons. The results indicate that suppression of AAA and AAG by mutant lysine transfer RNAs was more efficient at 211 than at 234, whereas suppression of GAA and GAG by two different mutant glycine tRNAs was more efficient at 234 than at 211. In general, the context effects were more pronounced with GAG and AAG than with GAA and AAA. (In some instances it appeared that suppression of GAA or AAA at a given position was more effective than suppression of GAG or AAG.) By contrast, no context effects were observed with a glyT suppressor of AAA and AAG, a glyT GAA/G-suppressor, and a glyU suppressor of GAG. Our observation of this phenomenon in missense suppression demonstrates that codon context can affect polypeptide elongation and that the effects can be different depending on the codons and tRNAs examined. It is suggested that tRNA-tRNA interaction on the ribosome is involved in the observed context effects.